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Abstract

Charge and Thermal Transport in Oxide Nanowire Systems

by

Sean Andrews

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Peidong Yang, Chair

Due to their unique properties, nanostructured materials have developed into promising components for next-generation optoelectronic and energy converting devices. Their nanoscale dimensions and features allow for incredible interactions with phenomena occurring at similar length scales. Nanowires made of oxide materials are especially attractive for controlling the transport of phonons, photons, and charged species for added thermal and chemical stability. By controlling the nanowire dimensions, the propagation of these species can be tailored to be suitable in a variety of applications, even those operating at elevated temperatures.

One of these applications is thermoelectrics, where the conversion of heat to electricity occurs entirely in the solid-state. Though decades of research yielded little progress due to the limiting interdependencies of transport properties, the nanowire geometry allows for the decoupling of the otherwise tethered conduction of heat and charge. By merely existing in the size regime between the respective mean free paths of electrons and phonons, thermal conduction can be impeded by increased phonon boundary scattering while the electrons can proceed with mobility of a single crystal. However, further phonon scattering can occur with the addition of nanostructured features along the length of the nanowire. To accomplish this, $\text{InXO}_3(\text{ZnO})_n$ ($X = \text{Ga, Fe}$) polytypoid nanowires were synthesized using a facile, solid-state conversion scheme. Using aberration correction Z-contrast electron microscopy, detailed analysis of the resulting structure lead to the discovery of the formation of single atomic sheets of In existing within the ZnO matrix. Evidence is provided that these octahedrally coordinated In planes act as inversion domain boundaries and necessitate the existence of polarity-restoring “zig-zag” features between them. With experimental observations coupled with DFT calculations, both a structure model and formation mechanism are proposed. Single nanowire thermoelectric measurements on In-Ga-ZnO reveal simultaneous improvement in all the factors that contribute to the thermoelectric conversion efficiency. This is the first demonstration of enhancement of all three thermoelectric parameters in a nanowire system.

ZnO-based nanowires could also hold the key to nanosized optoelectronic interconnects and lasers. Because of its high optical gain, lasing is easily achieved in ZnO nanostructures via optical pumping. However, any actual device integration requires the input power to be electrical. The most common way to electrically pump a material is to create a homo-junction
diode, meaning both n- and p-type conduction has to be present in a single material. Therefore, much work has been done to achieve p-type ZnO, with limited success and repeatability caused from compensation from intrinsically-occurring donor defects. A strategy avoiding such compensation was employed via in situ Li incorporation during the chemical vapor transport growth, followed by dopant activation annealing. X-ray diffraction and photoluminescence qualitatively confirmed the incorporation of Li into the ZnO nanowires using this method. Field effect transconductance exhibited p-type behavior after the annealing step. The sign of the Seebeck Coefficient confirmed that the majority carrier type was positive. However, the p-type behavior only lasted a matter of days, where the longevity may have a direct relation on the nanowire diameter. Unfortunately, the growth of these Li-doped ZnO nanowires was unable to be reproduced for a variety of possible reasons. However, the data collected may help make p-type conduction a reliable reality.

The large amount of surface in the nanowire geometry allows for exploration into interface effects on ionic transport for use as electrolytes in solid-oxide fuel cells. These energy producing devices currently only operate at high temperature, due to the relative energy needed for ionic conduction. Therefore, much effort has been directed towards designing material systems to conduct ions at lower temperature. One strategy is to utilize interfaces in nanostructured systems, which can exhibit strain and space charge effects, to provide pathways of lesser resistance for ionic migration. To explore the possibilities of these effects, core/shell CeO2/ZrO2 nanowires were studied. First, CeO2 were hydrothermally grown nanowires and dried into thin films. A ZrO2 coating of a few nanowires was added and calcined to promote crystallinity. TEM and STEM images show that there is no coherence between the two materials. However, the ionic conductivity increased by an order of magnitude upon addition of the ZrO2. Furthermore, the activation energy of the coated samples is decreased by ~30%, indicating the interface is playing a role in changing the mechanism of ionic conduction. These results give hope to the eventual discovery of a nanostructured oxide material capable of ionic conduction at room temperature.

These studies on various oxide nanowire systems help provide experimental merit to the theoretical benefits and disadvantages of nanostructured materials. Thermoelectric material performance was enhanced due to the presence of nanostructured inclusions in converted ZnO-based polytypoid nanowires. P-type conduction was attained in Li-doped ZnO, but the larger surface to volume ratio of the nanowire geometry may indeed limit stability. Effects of the designed boundary between CeO2 and ZrO2 were seen in the conduction of oxygen because of the shear amount of interfacial density present in the nanowire thin films. These studies take advantage of the intrinsic properties of nanostructured materials and bring the implementation of nanowires to marketable applications closer to reality.
I dedicate this dissertation to my Grandfather, Charles Andrews.
May my life inspire the lives of those around me, as yours did mine.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 – Why Nanostructured Materials?

1.1.a – The Specialty of Nanostructuring

Few areas of research have witnessed the same boom of efforts and studies over the past decade as the area of semiconductor nanowires. Exponential growth in the number of nanowire related papers that have been published since 2001 indicate that great interest remains in this field. But what makes nanostructured materials of such great interest? Consider the nanowire geometry: the intrinsic size regime implied by the name places the range of diameters between 1nm and several hundred nanometers, with relatively large aspect ratios. This length scale is on the same order as the interaction distances of many interesting and useful phenomena, including the wavelength of light, phonon and electron mean free paths, exciton Bohr radii, and many more. Therefore, with the correct design, materials at these length scales can begin to create new and novel interactions with these phenomena not available with the use of bulk materials.

Another benefit to nano-sized materials is the larger surface to volume ratio. The usefulness of this feature is obvious for applications such as catalysis, where it is desired to have the largest number of active sites per unit volume of the catalyst. Moreover, unique catalytic properties have been observed as a function of particle size, giving rise to the possibilities of increasing the catalytic activity of previously inert materials.

Lastly, the ability to synthesize single crystal nanowire now allows for the measurement of purely crystalline materials. Bulk single crystal materials are often difficult or expensive to fabricate, whereas single crystal nanowire materials can be readily prepared. Furthermore, some previously non-allowed alloys and crystal phases are now able to exist in nanowire, nanoparticle, or quantum well forms. The properties of these highly crystalline materials can give another layer of control to experimental designs, as well as help deconvolute otherwise ambiguous results.

1.1.b – Appropriate Application

While nanowires and nanostructured materials hold great promise in some next-generation energy conversion devices and other applications, they are by no means a cure-all
solution. Specific reasons and rational must be present when applying a nanostructured geometry for a specific application. For example, the nanowire geometry allows a material to act as both the optical gain medium and resonating cavity for lasing applications.\textsuperscript{29,30} Also, typical nanowire diameters lie in between the respective mean free paths of phonons and electrons, allowing for a decoupling of thermal and electrical conduction for thermoelectric application.\textsuperscript{4,7,31} Without considerations like these, applying the nanowire geometry to a material system is likely a result of academic peer pressure.

1.2 – Nanowire Synthesis

Nanowire properties can be useful in a variety of applications, but other considerations other than the choice of material and its size can dictate those properties. Relatively large dependences on the synthetic route taken have been well documented in the literature.\textsuperscript{32–41} The two main methods for bottle-up nanowire growth are designated by the phase of the precursors used: Gas-phase and Solution-Phase. The benefits and disadvantages of each are briefly addressed in the following section.

1.2.a – Gas-Phase vs. Solution-Phase

Typical gas-, or vapor-, phase deposition mechanisms of nanowire growth can be divided into two categories: those with and those without external catalysts.\textsuperscript{42} For vapor deposition with foreign catalysts, vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) is the basic process. For vapor deposition without foreign catalysts, physical vapor deposition and chemical vapor deposition are usually applied. A typical VLS process consists of four sequential steps: (1) transport of the vapor phase precursor, (2) precursor adsorption and desorption at the catalyst surface, (3) material diffusion across the liquid alloy catalyst, and (4) precipitation of solid crystals forming the nanowire morphology.\textsuperscript{43} Growth without foreign catalysts is relatively more complicated and can involve various growth mechanisms. Dislocation-driven growth is a popular mechanism in which the anisotropic nanowire growth is achieved by preferred deposition at the self-perpetuating spirals of axial dislocations.\textsuperscript{44} Self-catalyzed growth is commonly found in compound semiconductor nanowires due to the different deposition rates of the various elements.\textsuperscript{45}

There are many advantages these vapor deposition methods when compared to solution-based techniques. First, the high temperature, and sometimes high vacuum, conditions used provide high degrees of crystallinity. Additionally, it has been shown that the cooling rate can be slowed from those high temperatures to secure excellent optical quality as well.\textsuperscript{46,47} Second, specific control of the location, composition, dimension, and organization of the nanowires can be achieved in vapor deposition processes by carefully designing the catalysts, growth sites on the substrates, and/or the precursors themselves.\textsuperscript{48,49} Finally, due to the broad range of vapor deposition conditions (high temperature, inert environment,...), a multitude of material systems can be synthesized into the nanowire geometry.
While these advantages hold true for vapor-phase synthesis of nanowires, the same high temperatures that allow for excellent quality are also not cost effective nor scalable. Therefore, solution-phase techniques, which are run at much lower temperatures and provide more sample quantity, are more desirable for mass production on an industrial scale. These synthetic routes can rely on facet-specific stabilizers\textsuperscript{50} or participate in the solid-liquid-solid mechanism\textsuperscript{51,52} (analogous to VLS) to direct growth along a certain crystallographic direction.

1.2.b – Conversion Chemistry

Even with the combined spectrum of tools at the disposal of the previously described techniques, there are some material designs that are problematic to produce. For example, superlattice structures of various materials can be grown in the vapor phase,\textsuperscript{53} but with limited success and repeatability. Conversion chemistry allows for the design of superlattice structures and more via a pseudo top-down approach. Fundamentally, conversion is just the result of overwhelming one material system with another element or elements to form the coexisting phase.

Consider the following example: A \textless 100\textgreater  Si nanowire (50 nm diameter, 1 µm in length) has Ni deposited at specific points along the length, as defined by electron beam lithography. The nanowire is then annealed such that Ni diffusion takes place, but only perpendicular to the nanowire axis.\textsuperscript{54} With sufficient amount of Ni, the volume into where Ni diffuses is now a certain phase of Ni$_6Si$_x.\textsuperscript{55} And due to the lithographic patterning, the Si nanowire has become a Si/Ni$_6Si$_x superlattice nanowire.

This and other geometries are also available using conversion techniques. Potential for axial junctions parallel to the nanowire axis or compositionally-varying superlattice structures exist. This notion of site-specific material modification could become a power tool with the appropriate conditions using the concept of conversion chemistry.

1.3 – Nanowire Effects in Energy Conversion Applications

The nanostructures created by the various methods described above can exhibit unique properties useful in many applications, including energy conversion and production. Two specific energy related applications the work in this thesis most directly applies are thermoelectrics and fuels cells.

1.3.a – Thermoelectricity

The direct conversion of thermal energy to electrical power, or vice versa, is known as thermoelectricity. With a typical car engine wasting nearly 75% of its energy to exhaust heat,\textsuperscript{56} water heating, and motor friction, the need for thermoelectric devices as thermal energy scavengers is obvious. An even more obvious picture is developed when considering energy production on a global scale. The world consumed 16.3 TW worth of power in 2012,\textsuperscript{57} but large scale power plants only run at \textasciitilde 40-45% efficiency. Therefore, over 40 TW of power was produced to satisfy the demand. Much of that energy is lost to the system, not unlike a car
engine losing heat to the surroundings. If thermoelectric devices could convert that otherwise wasted heat into useable electrical power at 3% efficiency, enough power would be produced to cover the demand of over 30 states for an entire year.

The current problem in the thermoelectric community is that the heat to energy conversion in state of the art devices is nowhere close to 3% efficient. This is because the materials used in the devices do not have the necessary properties for efficient thermal conversion. The first and most important of these properties is the Seebeck Coefficient, which is the voltage developed under application of a temperature gradient \(S = V/\Delta T\). Good thermoelectric materials require this value to be at least \(+200 \, \mu V/K\) or greater in magnitude. The other properties include electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity, both of which are required to be as low as possible. Together, these properties combine to form the thermoelectric figure of merit, \(z = S^2\sigma/k\), where \(S\) is the Seebeck coefficient, \(\sigma\) is the electrical conductivity, and \(k\) is the thermal conductivity. In order for thermoelectric devices to become economically viable, the product \(zT\), where \(T\) is temperature, must be equal to or greater than 3.

What is currently limiting the \(zT\) in all systems are the interdependencies between the three factors that comprise it. The Seebeck, electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity all have dependencies on the material carrier concentration, however, not in the same direction. Figure 1.1 depicts the various dependencies on the carrier concentration for BiTe. From that graph, it is clear that the carrier concentration should be at the level of a degenerately doped semiconductor for optimized \(zT\). The other electronic issue arises between the Seebeck and electrical conductivity in the form of carrier mobility. As the mobility increases, electrical

![Figure 1.1 - Dependences of the Factors of zT on Carrier Concentration](image)

*Figure 1.1 – Dependences of the Factors of zT on Carrier Concentration: This figure was adapted from reference 60.*
conductivity increases, but the Seebeck decreases, putting them directly at odds with one another.

The nanowire geometry can help alleviate these dependencies in two ways. First, the Seebeck is dependent on the slope of the density of state with respect to energy. Therefore, if the nanowire diameter is on the order of the exciton Bohr radius of the material, confinement to a 1-dimensional system leads to sharp features in the density of states (Figure 1.2), thereby raising the Seebeck without affecting the electrical conductivity. Second, and more practically, thermal conductivity is intrinsically limited in the nanowire geometry. There are two components to the thermal conductivity, an electron component (depends on carrier concentration) and a lattice component (where thermal energy travels in quantized lattice vibrations called phonons). Due to the relatively long mean free path of phonons in single crystal semiconductors, boundary scattering at the nanowire surface limits phonon propagation, therein lowering the thermal conductivity without affecting either the Seebeck or electrical resistivity. Further work exhibiting enhancement in all factors of $zT$ has yet to be demonstrated.

![Shape Dependent Density of States](image)

**Figure 1.2 – Shape Dependent Density of States:** Based on the dimensionality of confinement, the density of states as a function of energy will have various features. This figure was adapted from reference 61.

1.3.b – Solid-Oxide Fuel Cells

Research on fuel cell technologies has risen to high prominence due to growing concerns over greenhouse gas emissions. Fuel cells are electrochemical power generation devices, which can operate at higher efficiencies compared to combustion based power production. They have a wide range of potential applications including both small and large scale stationary power applications. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are all solid state systems that offer the most promise when it comes to commercialization. They consist of three main components: an electrolyte (which conducts oxide ions or protons), a cathode, and an anode.
They typically operate at elevated temperature (700-1000 °C) to ensure adequate ionic conduction in the electrolyte. The high temperature operation has the disadvantages of maintaining sealing of the cells (particularly for temperatures >700 °C), the long-term stability of the individual materials, and compatibility between electrolyte and electrodes. Therefore there has been huge interest in developing new material systems for low temperature operation.

![Figure 1.3 – Interface Coherence: Sketch representing a simplified dependence of the interface structure on the lattice mismatch between two materials. This figure was adapted from reference 72.](image)

Nanostructured materials offer several key advantages and novelties that may produce a low temperature ionic conductor. They are characterized by short diffusion lengths, a high density of interfaces, and in some cases, where the interfaces are closely spaced, completely new properties are observed, as found for the transport properties of an artificial superlattice of CaF$_2$ and BaF$_2$. In fact, if the density of interfaces is very high the interfacial effects may completely dominate, regardless of materials! These interfacial effects can be cause by space charge regions, strain, or yet unexplained phenomena, depending on the coherence on the interface between the two materials (Figure 1.3). While this field is still in its infancy, it holds a great deal of promise to provide the world with a low temperature oxide ionic conductor.

1.4 – References


Chapter 2

ZnO-based Polytypoid Nanowires and their Thermoelectric Properties

2.1 - Introduction

The increasing environmental concerns associated with fossil fuel-based energy production have induced a wave of scientific research into affordable alternative energy sources that are both clean and renewable.\(^1\) While efforts into green power generation continue in a variety of exciting and promising directions, one avenue that has caught the attention of the scientific community over the past decade is thermoelectrics, wherein electrical power is generated through the scavenging of waste heat. The efficiency of this conversion is related to the material-dependent figure of merit, \(zT = S^2\sigma T/k\), where \(S\), \(\sigma\), \(T\), and \(k\) represent the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, absolute temperature, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Though this has been a topic of scientific study for a number of decades, material engineering directed at maximizing \(zT\) has been complicated by the interdependencies of the previously mentioned parameters, limiting the efficiency.\(^2\) Specifically, the Seebeck coefficient’s inverse dependence on carrier concentration is at odds with the electrical conductivity’s direct dependence. An additional problem is that electrons carry both charge and heat, causing a synchronous increase in the electrical and thermal conductivities with carrier concentration. While the interplay of these parameters has limited \(zT\) of bulk materials to \(~1\) at 300 K, theoretical studies pioneered by Hicks and Dresselhaus predict that it is possible to increase \(zT\) by using low dimensional materials, for example, nanowires.\(^3\) The enhancement can be attributed to two factors: electronic band structure changes (increasing the Seebeck coefficient) and enhanced interface phonon scattering (reducing the lattice thermal conductivity), both of which are described in more detail in Chapter 1 of this thesis.\(^4\) Experimentally, both enhancements have been shown separately in certain nanostructured materials.\(^5\)–\(^10\)

Due to its natural conduction pathway and intrinsically phonon-limiting structure, the nanowire geometry possesses great promise to be used in next generation thermoelectric devices. However, in order to achieve 1-dimensional confinement necessary to observe electronic band-related enhancements in the Seebeck coefficient, the diameter of the nanowires must be on the order or smaller than the exciton Bohr radius of the comprising material. For example, if nanowires of PbSe, with a bulk exciton Bohr radius of \(~47\) nm,\(^11\) could
be made with diameters less than 40 nm, confinement effects should begin to appear. In fact such nanowires have been made, but due to uncontrollable concentration of carriers and strong surface state effects, the effect of quantization on the Seebeck has not been observed.\textsuperscript{12} As for ZnO, with a bulk exciton Bohr radius of 2.34 nm,\textsuperscript{13} nanowires of such small dimensions would be robust enough for neither accurate measurements nor actual implementation in an energy scavenging device.

This chapter contains material from the following publication: [Andrews, S. C. \textit{et al.} \textit{Chemical Science} 2, 706 (2011)] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2011/SC/c0sc00537a

2.1.a - Better Nanowire Designs for Thermoelectric Transport

Instead of pursuing traditional 1-dimentional confinement by limiting the nanowire diameter, nanosized inclusions created along the length of the nanowire could serve a similar function. If nanostructuring can have distances close to the exciton Bohr radius, pseudo 2-dimentional confinement may be able to positively affect the Seebeck response while not affecting electrical conduction. In fact, if the defects used to create such nanostructuring can also act as either donors or acceptors, then the electrical conductivity may actually increase. Apart from the proposed effects on the electrical properties, introducing features on the nanometer length scale will only further reduce the transport of thermal energy. While it is true that the nanowire diameter limits long wavelength phonons from even existing, the modes with the highest thermal energy per phonon occur at the nanometer scale. For example, the dominant phonon wavelength in Si is \(~2.3\) nm;\textsuperscript{14} therefore, the suppression of thermal transport was found to be greatest when surface roughness approached that length scale.\textsuperscript{10} With these combined effects, nanostructuring along the nanowire could show enhancement in all 3 factors of $zT$.

2.1.b - Indium-Ga-ZnO Alloys

As a means of creating nanosized features within a nanowire, one needs to look no further than Indium-ZnO system. Early work in the literature discovered that ZnO mixed with high amounts of In formed a superlattice-like structure with formula $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3(\text{ZnO})_n$, where $n$ is the number of ZnO layers sandwiched between single atomic sheets of octahedrally-coordinated In, with formula $\text{InO}_2$.\textsuperscript{15} These single atomic sheets of In lie in the (002) plane of the ZnO wurzite matrix, and can form in nearly perfect periodicity.\textsuperscript{16} Additional work also found that the superlattice-forming materials could be generalized to $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3(\text{ZnO})_n$, where M is In, Ga, Fe, and/or other trivalent metals.\textsuperscript{17,18}

Furthermore, these materials have shown excellent transport behavior, even while being made by various methods. Nomura, et al. created crystalline $\text{InGaO}_3(\text{ZnO})_5$ via pulsed laser deposition (PLD) which exhibited field-effect mobilities up to 80 cm\textsuperscript{2} V\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1} while maintaining excellent transparency.\textsuperscript{19} While at the time the authors proposed this performance
was largely due to the highly crystalline product created from their PLD process, they later discovered that the amorphous material Indium-Galium-ZnO (a-IGZO, no stoichiometric relation known) also exhibited admirable transistor characteristics, with carrier concentrations and mobilities ranging from $10^{17}$-$10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ and 3-11 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, respectively. These findings have spurned a flurry of research on this material, as it is now being used in electronic displays.

As for thermoelectric applications, one can first evaluate the $zT$ of the matrix ZnO. While ZnO can itself already exhibit relatively high electrical conductivity due to the formation of intrinsic donor defects, such as oxygen vacancies and zinc interstitials, the introduction of Al, In, and/or Ga can further increase the conductivity when substituted for Zn. Previous reports have shown $zT$ of Al-doped ZnO to be as high as 0.02 at 300K, with the main increase over pure ZnO being from the increase in electrical conductivity. However, in this case, the thermal conductivity was still limiting overall performance (35 W m$^{-1}$ k$^{-1}$). By combining Ga and Al, further increases can be achieved, but with overall $zT$ still limited to < 0.04 at 300K.

While further efficiency gains were expected to be observed in the In$_2$O$_3$(ZnO)$_n$ system, Ohta et al. measured the $zT$ to be ~ 0.01 at 500 K. In this case, the thermal conductivity was lowered from that of pure ZnO, but both the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were lowered considerably. While this was not an expected result, two items must be mentioned: first, the material was not single crystalline, giving way for misinterpretation of the observed phenomena to the intrinsic material, rather than the present grain boundaries. Second, the materials measured contained, on average, more superlattice-type structures, meaning that they obtained the thermodynamic product from their synthetic technique. This distinction between kinetic versus thermodynamic products will be address in more detail later in this thesis.

It should be noted that IGZO nanowires have before been synthesized via gas-phase methods, such as chemical vapor deposition. These nanowires typically result in perfect to near perfect superlattice structure, which can be considered a stoichiometric, or thermodynamic, product. However, what these reports show in periodicity, they lack in control, with variations of n values, phase, and yield. Such variation is suitable for neither structure-transport relation studies nor eventual device integration.

This work demonstrates a novel method for the rational design and control of nanometer-sized features in the polytypoid M$_2$O$_3$(ZnO)$_n$ nanowire system and show an enhancement in $zT$ for indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO, In$_{2-x}$Ga$_x$O$_3$(ZnO)$_n$) nanowires as a result of these features. Furthermore, the first simultaneous improvement in the Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and thermal resistivity for a nanowire system was measured.

### 2.2 - Synthesis of Polytypoid IXZO (X= Ga, Fe) Nanowires via Solid-State Conversion

In contrast to direct synthesis of IZO and IGZO nanowires via chemical vapor deposition, a 3-step solid-state diffusion process shown schematically in Figure 2.1 was used. This facile
design allows for a high level of control in manipulating material composition, structure, and properties.

First, ZnO nanowires were grown on double-polished a-plane (110) sapphire substrates by a Au-catalyzed CVT process. Sapphire substrates were diced into 2 mm x 2 mm pieces and thoroughly clean by sonication in acetone for 1 hour. A thin layer of Au (~1-5 nm) was sputtered onto the substrates and the substrates were annealed in air at 1223 K for 1 min to melt the Au thin film, causing it to bead up into small Au nanoparticles. ZnO and C (1:1 ratio by weight) powders were mixed using a motor and pestle and loaded into a small alumina boat. One Au coated sapphire substrate was placed on the downstream end of the boat on top of the ZnO/C precursor. The boat was inserted 4 cm inside a 0.5-inch diameter quartz tube and this tube was placed inside a 1-inch diameter quartz tube. The tubes were loaded into a tube furnace such that the front of the alumina boat was downstream from the center of the furnace. The tube was purged with a flow of 10% O₂/Ar and Ar. The furnace was rapidly heated to 1173 K and kept there for a growth time of 15 min. Typical nanowires had diameters of 80-130 nm and lengths of 10-15 μm and grew along the [001] direction.

Next, a home-built thermal evaporation system was used to deposit varying amounts of In, Ga, and Fe metals as measured by the film thickness of evaporated metal incident on a quartz crystal monitor. By monitoring the thickness of the deposited metal it was possible to...
generate reproducible alloy concentrations and control metal ratios in mixed depositions (Figure 2.2).

Lastly, the metal-coated ZnO nanowire substrates were loaded into the center of a 1-inch diameter quartz tube and heated in a tube furnace under an O₂ atmosphere at 1173 K for 12–96 h. The superlattice structure remained no matter how long the nanowires were annealed, indicating that the structure is thermally stable. For metal loadings greater than 20 nm, samples were prepared using successive coating/annealing cycles, with no loss to the nanowire morphology or crystallinity (Figure 2.3). This method was used to synthesize IZO, IGZO, and IFZO nanowires.

Figure 2.3 – Before and After Conversion: (a) Vertically aligned ZnO nanowires grown on sapphire. (b) After deposition and annealing, the nanowires lose neither orientation nor morphology

Note that for the remainder of this thesis, samples will be referred to by the thickness of the metal coating, rather than a specific chemical formula (for example, 20/20 IGZO refers to 20 nm of In and 20 nm of Ga deposited). This designation is more meaningful than a chemical formula largely due to the fact that the natural distribution of nanowire diameters and relatively low concentrations of metal deposited combine to give non-stoichiometric, or kinetic, products. Presumably, if heated to higher temperatures for longer amounts of time, the relatively low amounts of metal would be able to find their equilibrium structure in a single nanowire of a specific diameter and length. These products would be more in line with bulk and CVT-made nanowires containing periodic structuring and very well could be the focus of further transport studies.
2.3 - Structure Determination of IXZO (X = Ga, Fe) Nanowires

2.3.a - XRD, EDS, and CTEM

Figure 2.4 shows the XRD patterns of IGZO nanowires with different amounts of metal deposited. The pure ZnO sample shows peaks corresponding to the wurtzite phase, along with a few peaks attributed to the Au catalyst and Al₂O₃ substrate used to grow the ZnO nanowires. Upon addition of In and Ga, and subsequent annealing, the peaks for the wurtzite phase ZnO remain intact. However, there is a little shift from the position of the ZnO nanowire diffraction peaks, but peak broadening towards smaller angles is also observed, suggesting the formation of non-uniform alloys. The strong 002 peak in both patterns of IGZO indicate that the nanowire arrays in each case have maintained a vertical orientation after the conversion and no In₂O₃ or Ga₂O₃ peaks were observed in the IGZO samples. New peaks appear in the low-angle region (<10°) for the 40/40 IGZO sample, corresponding to spacings of 0.86 and 1.12, which are in good agreement with the predicted lattice constants for M₂O₃(ZnO)_n with n = 1 and n = 2 (as marked in the figure). Additional higher-order peaks for n = 1 and n = 2 are observed in the 15-32° range.

Figure 2.4 – X-Ray Diffraction: XRD patterns of ZnO nanowires (bottom) and IGZO nanowires prepared with 10/10 (middle) and 40/40 (top) of In and Ga metal deposition. Longer acquisition times were needed below 12° for better signal to noise and thus were normalized separately.

CTEM image of 10/10 IGZO nanowires (Figure 2.5) show a change in contrast perpendicular to the nanowire axis and repeating along the length due to the single In sheets.
The large-area EDAX spectrum for that specific IGZO sample shows a small amount of In and Ga, but their respective locations within the structure of the nanowire were not able to be obtained with this method. Measurements on IFZO (Figure 2.6) show similar structural features but also exhibit a lower inclusion density on average.

Figure 2.5 – Conventional TEM and EDS of IGZO Nanowires: (a) TEM images and (b) EDS spectrum of IGZO nanowires prepared by coating ZnO nanowires with 10 nm of In and 10 nm of Ga and annealing at 900 °C in oxygen for 12 hours. The In:Ga ratios were approximately 1:1 by EDS in all the nanowires.

Figure 2.6 – Conventional TEM and EDS of IFZO Nanowires: (a) TEM images and (b) EDS spectrum of IFZO nanowires prepared by coating ZnO nanowires with 5 nm of In and 5 nm of Fe and annealing at 900 °C in oxygen for 12 hours.
To obtain a clearer picture of where the various metals lie within the ZnO matrix, STEM mode EDS mapping was conducted (Figure 2.7). The elemental maps show a concentration of In within the octahedral inclusions. The Ga is more evenly spread across the nanowire. As expected, the Zn map shows a lack of Zn in the octahedral inclusions and the O is evenly spread around the nanowire.

2.3.b - Control of Inclusion Spacing and Density

Since the In was confirmed to be segregated into the perpendicular inclusions of the IGZO nanowires, Z-contrast electron beam imaging was utilized as a means to identify elemental positions based on image contrast. Briefly, High Angle Annular Dark Field Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (HAADF-STEM) is an imaging technique that utilizes large-angle scattering, which are mostly due to atomic interactions with the electron beam (Figure 2.8). Thus, for sufficiently large enough angles, elemental contrast in such images is proportional to $\sim Z^2$. Such contrast is typically referred to as Z-contrast, and will be used thusly. For the case of the IZO system and its constitutes, the difference between In ($Z = 49$) and Zn ($Z = 30$) alloys for unambiguous determination between the two elements. However, the difference between Ga and Zn is too small and cannot be distinguished from each other using this method ($\Delta Z = 1$).
However, one must be careful when using such a tool, since misinterpretation of contrast is a common error. For example, if the HAADF detector is placed at too shallow of an angle, relatively large contributions from other types of scattering can and will contribute to the overall signal generated, clouding the interpretation of the collected image. This can be avoided by taking a series of images with various detector lengths (various collection angles) and comparing the relative contrast changes image to image. With this in mind, it is imperative to know how to operate electron microscopes properly, but especially when it comes to issues of STEM detector placement.

Figure 2.9 is a Z-contrast image of an IGZO nanowire clearly showing the presence of In-enriched layers (brightest lines) oriented perpendicular to the [002] direction. The slight increase in brightness toward the center of the nanowire is from an increased amount of non-atomic scattering from the change in thickness. Even at the smallest detector distances, thickness-dependent contrast cannot be voided. Therefore, any claims to the purity of the atomic species present in the layers cannot be made except for samples with uniform thickness.

![Figure 2.8 - Schematic of the Various STEM Detectors](image)

**Figure 2.8 – Schematic of the Various STEM Detectors:** (Above specimen) Conical electron beam focused into a nano-probe. (Below Specimen) Different interactions with the specimen cause the electrons to be scattered by angle $\alpha$ away from the primary beam axis. Smaller angled scattering results from weak interactions. Much of the contrast in BF STEM is due to diffraction and strain effects. Large angled scattering results from much stronger interactions with the nuclei, allowing for contrast relating to atomic number.

![Figure 2.9 - HADDF STEM Image of IGZO Nanowire](image)

**Figure 2.9 – HADDF STEM Image of IGZO Nanowire:** Z-contrast is clearly obtained with this microscopy technique, as the In-rich inclusion layers show up as brighter lines than the ZnO matrix within which they are housed.
The amount of metal deposition was varied to determine its effect on inclusion layer density (Figure 2.10). As the metal amount increased, the inclusion density also increased, as expected. The surface of the 40/40 IGZO nanowire shown in Figure 10d appears rough due to the presence of oxide particles left over after the solid-state diffusion process. However, most IGZO nanowires in the sample did not show surface particles. Line intensity profiles drawn along the nanowire axis were used to generate power spectra (Figure 10 e-h) from the nanowires shown in Figure 10 a-d. The power spectra show the most common frequencies (1/ℓ) within the nanowires, providing information regarding the InO$_2^-$ layer spacings and the periodicity of the spacings. As the thickness of metal deposition is increased the most common frequencies shift to higher 1/ℓ (smaller ℓ) indicating that the distance between layers decreases with increased metal deposition. The periodicity also increases with metal deposition, which can be seen in the emergence of distinct peaks, such as in Figure 10g. As seen in Figure 10h, the majority of inclusion layers in the 40/40 IGZO are separated by 2 or 3 layers of ZnO, which is supported by the low-angle XRD pattern Figure 4. It is evident from these power spectra that both $n$ and the periodicity can be controllably tuned by adjusting the amount of metal deposition. However, it should be noted that his parameters are coupled, wherein low $n$ values necessitate high degrees of periodicity.

2.3.c - InO$_2^-$ Plane Inclusion Structure

The effect these In inclusions have on the bonding and structure of the IGZO nanowires was investigated via Z-Contrast imaging using the transmission electron aberration-corrected
microscope (TEAM) 0.5 operated at 300 KV. This microscope consists of a modified FEI Titan 80-300 microscope equipped with a special high-brightness Schottky-field emission electron source, gun monochromator, and two CEOS hexapole-type spherical aberration correctors, all of which enable 50 pm resolution.

Figure 2.11 is a high resolution Z-contrast image of an IGZO nanowire oriented along the [10-10] zone axis. It is clear from an image of this resolution that the In atoms sit in individual planes and are separated by wurtzite $M\text{Zn}_n\text{O}_{(n+1)}^+$ slabs of varying thickness. While intensity analysis would have been able to prove definitively that these single atomic layers consist of only In atoms, the exact thickness of the sample must either be known to a precise level or assume the same thickness in the field of view of the image. Neither of these criteria were ever met in the HR images.

Upon examination of the HR-STEM images, two features at the inclusion are noticed. First, the inclusion layer is associated with a stacking fault, which produces an ABABACACA stacking sequence in which the wurtzite lattice on one side of the In/Ga layer is translated by $\frac{1}{3}<100>$ (Figure 2.12a). The location of the octahedral $\text{InO}_2^-$ within the stacking sequence is denoted by the bold A.

Second, by taking an intensity line profile across the inclusion/matrix interface, the d spacing in the ZnO matrix was found to be unchanged from (002) of pure ZnO (0.26 nm), in excellent agreement with the XRD (Figure 2.12b). However, the distance from the In inclusion layer to nearest neighboring Zn layer measures to be 17% larger (0.307). This expansion is due to the octahedral bonding structure of the In in the inclusion plane and is associated with a large amount of lattice strain.
To further examine the bonding at the interface of the inclusion layer, the oxygen positions were observed via an annular dark field (ADF) detector (reference Figure 8), which is more sensitive to scattering of lighter elements, through the contrast is no longer directly relatable directly to $Z^2$.

Figure 2.12 – Stacking Fault and Expansion: (a) Aberration corrected HRTEM image highlighting the change in stacking sequence across a InO$_2$ layer. (b) Intensity profile and d spacing across a InO$_2$ layer. On either side of the inclusion, the d spacing shows an expansion of ~17% to that of pure ZnO.

To further examine the bonding at the interface of the inclusion layer, the oxygen positions were observed via an annular dark field (ADF) detector (reference Figure 8), which is more sensitive to scattering of lighter elements, through the contrast is no longer directly relatable directly to $Z^2$.

Figure 2.13 – HAADF vs ADF, Looking for Oxygen: (a) Aberration corrected HAADF image around a InO$_2$ layer. No oxygen is observed. (b) Annular Dark Field image revealing the position of oxygen within the ZnO matrix. (Right side,) Intensity plots of lines drawn across both Zn (Top) and In (Bottom) atoms show oxygen more accurately.
Figure 2.13a and 2.13b are HAADF and ADF images taken of the same area at the same time. From Figure 11b, slightly darkened shoulders next to the Zn and In positions are oxygen. It’s BEAUTIFUL. The positions of oxygen next to the Zn sites indicate the direction or polarity of the wurtzite tetrahedra. Above the In inclusion plane, the direction is face-up (oxygen pointing up). However, the tetrahedra on the other side of the inclusion are facing the opposite direction. Therefore, not only does the In inclusion layer have an associated stacking fault, but it also acts as an inversion domain boundary. This is due to the oxygen atoms on either side of the octahedrally coordinated In participating in bonding with the neighboring Zn.

2.3.d - Zig-Zag Structure and Model

With the existence of inversion domain boundaries clearly existing within the IGZO structure, it begs the question: how does the polarity switch before reaching the next inclusion layer? It remains possible that for very small $n$ values (Figure 2.14), the bonding within the ZnO matrix can accommodate the strain felt by the neighboring inclusion layers. However, for $n$ values large enough to exhibit conventional wurtzite bonding (Figure 2.11), there must be a second IDB in the ZnO matrix to restore the orientation of the tetrahedra between two basal inclusions. Additionally, because the charge balance of the crystal is disturbed by the MO$_2^-$ composition of the basal layer, there must be extra M$^{3+}$ ion substitutions to balance the overall charge. Further complexity is presented by the balance between the two alloying metals in IFZO and IGZO. There are a number of competing structural models that attempt to identify the second IDB, as well as the location of the additional M$^{3+}$, none of which can account for all the experimental observations.

Prior TEM studies of IZO and IFZO revealed a modulated “zigzag” layer in the ZnO slab.$^{18,40}$ Li et al. suggested that the center of mass in the wurtzite tetrahedra gradually shifts,
yielding a trigonal bipyramidal layer in the center of the slab (Figure 2.15a).\textsuperscript{41} Here, zigzag contrast is supposedly caused by substitution of M$^{3+}$ for Zn$^{2+}$, which form \{1-212\} planes that are sharply visible along the [10-10] zone axis. Hörlin et al. claimed that the zigzag for IFZO is a \{1-214\} plane, based on its incident angle with the basal plane by TEM. They also found that the indium resides predominantly in the basal inclusions, while iron is located mainly in the wurtzite slabs.\textsuperscript{18}

More recently, drawing on DFT calculations, Yan et al.\textsuperscript{42} and Da Silva et al.\textsuperscript{43} suggested that the IZO zigzags are composed of trigonal bipyramidal indium atoms that serve as the second IDB (Figure 2.15b). The indium layer is placed on the \{10 ˉ11\} plane, where it would be sharply viewable along [11-20], contrary to experimental reports.\textsuperscript{18,40,41,44–46} Recent calculations using density functional theory (DFT) concluded that the model of Yan et al. has a similar formation energy to that of Li et al.\textsuperscript{47}

The model proposed here from HRSTEM images and theoretical simulations resolves the structure of IZO and IFZO. Density functional theory (DFT) within the generalized gradient approximation (PBE)\textsuperscript{48} was used to optimize atomic positions and compute total energies of several IZO and IFZO systems. For all calculations, VASP package\textsuperscript{49} and projector augmented-wave potentials\textsuperscript{50} were used. Electrons taken to be valence were In 5s$^2$4d$^{10}$5p$^1$, Fe 3p$^6$4s$^2$3d$^6$, Zn 4s$^2$3d$^{10}$, and O 2s$^2$2p$^4$. A plane-wave cutoff of 500 eV was used throughout. In systems with iron, Fe 3d states were treated with an effective Hubbard term $U_{\text{eff}} = U - J = 3, 4$ or 6 eV.\textsuperscript{51,52} Due to the rapid increase in computational expense with unit cell size, calculations were limited to In$_2$O$_3$(ZnO)$_3$ and InFeO$_3$(ZnO)$_3$. The structure in Figure 2.15c (110 atoms) is treated with a 5x2x2 k-point mesh, with k-points for other unit cells scaled accordingly. The structure model developed here is general to IGZO as well, albeit with some specific differences which may occur from the different size of Ga.

The nanowire growth direction is the c-axis of wurtzite; therefore, nanowires dispersed on TEM grids were all close to either the [11-20] or the [10-10] zone axis, the latter of which is distinguishable by its rectangular pattern of metal atoms. Because the [10-10] zone axis is 30° around the c-axis from the nearest member of the [11-20] family, it is rare to find a nanowire
that allows access to both zone axes within the limited range of the double tilt stage (≤20° for both α and β). The nanowire segment shown in Figure 2.16 allowed such a rotation, and thus we could observe the same feature from two directions. This segment contains a pair of edge dislocations that point along the [10-10] direction, as evidenced by the extra half-plane of Zn atoms at the termination of each basal inclusion. Figure 2.16a shows zigzag contrast both above and below basal inclusions, where none is visible in Figure 2.16b on the [11-20] zone axis. Note that no atomic resolution of an edge-on zig-zag is observed. Rather, a distribution of bright contrast across a region of 5-10 atoms, approximately 0.5-1 nm, is observed.

![Figure 2.16](image)

**Figure 2.16 – Partial Inclusions in IFZO Nanowires:** Two basal inclusions meet in the body of an IFZO nanowire, as imaged along the (a) [11-20] and (b) [10-10] zone axes (scale bar is 2 nm). Another nanowire segment of IFZO was imaged simultaneously along [10-10] using (c) bright field and (d) high-angle annular dark field detection (scale bar is 8 nm).

Because there are three symmetrically equivalent zone axes in the [10-10] family, this zigzag in Figure 2.16a could be attached to a defect that is 60° rotated from the zone axis. If we assume that the zigzag is bounded by a linear edge orthogonal to the diffusion front, then we can predict the relationship between the true zigzag angle and the apparent angle. The formula for this calculation is the following: \( \tan \theta_o / \cos \alpha = \tan \theta_a \), where \( \theta_o \) is the true zigzag angle, \( \alpha \) is the rotation around the c axis from the edge dislocation, and \( \theta_a \) is the apparent angle. For an \( \ell=4 \) zigzag rotated 60° around the c axis, \( \theta_a = 58^\circ \).

IFZO nanowires were imaged simultaneously by bright field and dark field STEM (Figure 2.16c-d), and contrary to the model of Li et al., the images demonstrate that the second IDB lies along the zigzag itself. The contrast in both images overlaps perfectly, where the dark contrast in bright field shows that the zigzags are regions of strain (as expected for an IDB) while the bright contrast in dark field indicates that these same areas are also indium rich. The dual nature of the zigzag as an IDB and site of indium substitution is also shown by DFT calculations of In₂O₃(ZnO)₃. For simplicity, the zigzags are depicted as a well-defined atomic plane, thus enabling relative comparisons of different single-plane structures. Using the starting geometry of a c-plane IDB in the center of the slab, as in the model of Li et al., the relaxed atomic
positions place the IDB along the zigzag itself, by making the indium atoms 5-fold coordinated (Figure 2.15c). The most stable structure of the type proposed here has a total energy per formula unit that is 18 meV lower than that proposed by Yan et al. and Da Silva et al.

Table 2.1 – DFT Calculated Energies: Structural energy per formula unit from our DFT calculations, describing two crystal compositions over a range of zigzag angles (θ). Energies are reported relative to the most stable zigzag angle for a given composition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ℓ</th>
<th>θ</th>
<th>In2O3(ZnO)3</th>
<th>InFeO3(ZnO)3 (U=4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>58.0°</td>
<td>38 meV</td>
<td>202 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>46.8°</td>
<td>0 meV</td>
<td>31 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38.7°</td>
<td>18 meV</td>
<td>0 meV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>32.6°</td>
<td>54 meV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.1°</td>
<td>83 meV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.17 – Angle Dependent on Composition: EELS line scans were performed across two areas of an IFZO nanowire, and the integrated peaks of ln (solid line) and Fe (dashed line) are plotted in the inset. The zigzag in (a) has a higher incident angle on the basal plane, and shows ln in both inclusions and no peak for Fe, while the zigzag in (b) has a lower incident angle and a higher ratio of Fe:In. Scale bar is 5 nm.

To assign crystallographic notation to a zigzag plane, we note that it must contain the [10-10] vector, so it can be written as {1-21ℓ}, where 1/ℓ is the fractional intersection of the plane with the c axis. The angle formed between (0002) and (1-21ℓ) is: \( \theta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{2\ell}{c/a}\right) \). Using the c/a ratio of 1.6 for ZnO, the expected angles for a given ℓ value are listed in Table 2.1. The measured zigzag angles for IZO are in the range of 49-59°, so we assign them ℓ=2-3. We find that the zigzag angle depends on the metal composition. A range of 31-48° is observed for samples that contained various proportions of indium and iron, yielding L values of 3-5 for IFZO. DFT total energy calculations of In2O3(ZnO)3 and InFeO3(ZnO)3 confirm this trend (Table 2.1). In IZO, the most stable computed structure corresponds to ℓ=3 (Figure 2.15c). Calculations of IFZO systems are limited in size to ℓ≤4, due to the added computational expense of spin polarization. Three different values of the effective Hubbard term \( U_{\text{eff}} \) were applied (3, 4, and 6 eV) with no qualitative change in the results. For all zigzag angles, antiferromagnetic ordering of Fe spins was more stable than ferromagnetic ordering (not shown), in agreement
with past literature.\textsuperscript{18} We find that in IFZO, the most stable zigzag angle corresponds to $\ell \geq 4$ and is shallower than that of IZO, in agreement with experiment.

EELS data on IFZO further illustrate the dependence of the zigzag angle on the metal composition. Local quantities of iron and indium oxide on the nanowire surface determine the availability of each metal to diffuse and the resulting composition of the inclusions in IFZO, as expressed by the chemical formula $\text{In}_{2-x}\text{Fe}_x\text{O}_3(\text{ZnO})_n$. To identify the relative proportion of In and Fe within either the basal or zigzag layers, EELS line scans were performed across both types of inclusions. In Figure 2.17a, a line scan shows a small Fe concentration across an entire region of IFZO, while the In peak has a sharp increase at the basal inclusion and a small rise at the zigzag. This indicates that the x value for this nanowire segment is low (<1), and indium is the majority $\text{M}^{3+}$ ion.

Analysis of another nanowire segment (Figure 2.17b) shows that the Fe peaks across both types of inclusions are equally strong in this case, and there is no In peak observed in the zigzag. This segment of IFZO therefore has a higher x value than the one shown in Fig. 4a, and the angle of this inclusion pair is also noticeably lower (32° vs. 44°). The distribution of indium and iron between the zigzag and the basal inclusion is likely determined by the stability of the respective ions in those coordination environments. The $\text{In}^{3+}$ ion is larger than $\text{Fe}^{3+}$ (0.80 Å for 6-coordinate $\text{In}^{3+}$ vs. 0.65 for high spin $\text{Fe}^{3+}$)\textsuperscript{53}. This contributes to the stability of indium in the octahedral site, making the zigzag the preferred site for iron when both species are present.

\section*{2.3.e - Formation Mechanism of Inclusion Layers}

The ability to control the $\text{MO}_2^-$ inclusion density is a direct result of the solid-state diffusion process by which the polytypoid nanowires are produced. The diffusion rates of In, Ga, and Zn within ZnO are extremely high at the 1173 K annealing temperature, with values of $6.62 \times 10^{-12}$, $1.09 \times 10^{-14}$, and $1.13 \times 10^{-12}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$, respectively.\textsuperscript{54} DFT calculations by various groups show that Zn atoms diffuse through ZnO using Zn vacancies.\textsuperscript{55} Based on their activation energies for diffusion, In and Ga are also thought to diffuse through Zn vacancies, though some controversy exists regarding their true activation energies.\textsuperscript{54,56,57} Since In and Ga are substitutional dopants, Zn atoms must diffuse out when the In and Ga atoms diffuse inward. The Zn atoms diffuse to the surface of the nanowire, leading to a modulation in the diameter (Figure 2.18). In areas of higher inclusion density, the

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Diameter Fluctuations and Partial Octahedral Layers: HAADF STEM image of a 10/10 IZO nanowire showing diameter fluctuations with inclusion density. The arrows indicate where some partial inclusions are located.}
\end{figure}
diameter of the nanowire is slightly thicker (more In and Ga diffused in, more Zn diffused out) compared to areas of lower inclusion density.

Once the In and Ga initially diffuse into the nanowire from the surface, they strain the wurtzite lattice of the pure ZnO, deforming the structure, and eventually relaxing the strain by creating octahedral inclusions and trigonal bipyramidal layers. Defects such as edge dislocations, stacking faults, and inversion domain boundaries are known to attract impurities and can assist in the formation of impurity inclusions.\(^{58}\) In some of the nanowires synthesized in this study, especially those made with lower amounts of In and Ga, partial In inclusions were observed (Figure 2.18). The ends of these partial inclusions are usually associated with edge dislocations with the dislocation line lying at the leading edge of the InO\(_2\) plane.\(^{59}\) Edge dislocations can be seen in Figure 2.19a in the HRSTEM image of two partial inclusions. Moire images taken along the 002 and 102 reflections clearly show the presence of the edge dislocations (Figure 2.19b-c). Another interesting observation is that the partial inclusions are always connected to one surface of the nanowire (Figure 2.18), indicating that the growth of the inclusion starts at the surface and proceeds across the diameter of the nanowire until it either reaches the opposite side.

If the inclusions are growing through a defect-assisted process and the inclusion formation begins at the nanowire surface, then the edge dislocation must somehow nucleate...
near the surface. One possible scenario is that the edge dislocations are formed on the nanowire surface via heterogeneous nucleation, which occurs with the help of defects such as impurity atoms. Since In has a larger ionic radius compared to Zn, the dissolution of In within the wurtzite lattice will create strain. The presence of dislocations within the lattice can relax some of this strain if the In atoms diffuse towards the dislocations and eventually occupy those lattice positions below the edge dislocations where the lattice is already expanded (Figure 2.20). The edge dislocation basically creates a “hole” in which the larger In atoms can sit.

Due to the high diffusion rate of In within the ZnO lattice, the In atoms can rapidly concentrate at the sites of edge dislocations. Since the In atoms have a mutual attraction they can crystallize into another phase (octahedrally coordinated InO$_2^-$) which will flow in one direction towards the dislocation. The growth of the inclusion will continue along the dislocation until the concentration of In within the lattice decreases to the point at which local equilibrium is reached. In the lower concentration samples, more partial inclusions can be observed, likely resulting from insufficient quantities of In atoms necessary to complete the inclusions. As a note, no partial inclusions were observed in the 40/40 IGZO.

2.4 - Thermoelectric Transport in IGZO Nanowires

The presence of the InO$_2^-$ inclusions alters both the thermal and electrical properties in the converted polytypoid nanowires. While ZnO can exhibit a relatively high intrinsic electrical conductivity due to formation of oxygen vacancies acting as donor states, the introduction of slight amounts of Al, In, or Ga can further increase the conductivity when substituted for Zn.$^{60}$ Considering all the M$_2$O$_3$(ZnO)$_n$ nanowires synthesized in this work, the high inclusion density and significant dopant level present in the IGZO nanowires makes them the ideal candidate for thermoelectric enhancement, and thus, IGZO nanowires were used for all transport studies.

Devices for electrical measurements were fabricated on p$^{++}$ Si chips with 200 nm of dry thermal oxide coating the surface. Nanowires were then either placed into specific areas on the chips via micromanipulation or randomly dispersed by dry transfer. Standard photolithography was used to define electrodes on the nanowires for a top contacting scheme (inset of Figure 2.22). Ti/Au was used at the metal contact to ZnO, while Zn/Ti/Au was used for the IGZO. The later required ~2nm of Zn to elicit Ohmic behavior. All devices required rapid thermal annealing
(450 °C in Ar, 60 s) to achieve linear IV curves. Details on the Seebeck Coefficient measurement can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{12}

2.4.a - Electrical Conduction

The increased electrical conductivity observed at room temperature in the IGZO nanowires when compared to the ZnO nanowires is consistent with that of a slightly doped semiconductor (Figure 2.21). However, considering the relatively large amount of In and Ga incorporation (greater than 2\% atomic of each metal atom from EDS), the observed increase in conductivity is smaller than the metallic-like value of conduction that is expected. While the In and Ga impurities can act as electrical dopants in ZnO when substituted for tetrahedrally-coordinated Zn, In and Ga also sit in the trigonal bipyramidal sites, helping to preserve electroneutrality and reducing the number of generated carriers. Moreover, the $\text{InO}_2^-$ inclusions can act as barriers to oxygen diffusion leading to decreased conductivity by suppressing the formation of oxygen vacancies.\textsuperscript{19} Interestingly, the linear temperature-dependent resistance of IGZO, as seen in Figure 2.21, is not typical behavior for a slightly doped semiconductor (of which pure ZnO nanowires are an example) nor of a degenerately doped semiconductor (which should give metallic behavior). This deviation from the classical semiconducting behavior indicates a departure from the traditional thermally-activated mechanism. The octahedral layers could be acting as potential barriers to electron diffusion, leading to alternative transport mechanisms such as pseudo variable-range hopping or percolation conduction.\textsuperscript{61}

![Figure 2.21 - Electrical Conductivity as function of Temperature: Single nanowire electrical response for a 120 nm diameter 5/5 IGZO nanowire (blue circles) and a 110 nm diameter ZnO nanowire (red squares).]
2.4.b - Seebeck Coefficient

This non-typical transport presumably caused by the presence of the In inclusions is also evident in the Seebeck voltage acquired as a function of temperature in Figure 2.22. At 300 K, the Seebeck coefficient grew in magnitude from $-188 \ \mu V K^{-1}$ in ZnO nanowires to $-402 \ \mu V K^{-1}$ in IGZO nanowires. Similar Seebeck values were observed in each of the many ZnO and IGZO nanowire samples measured, respectively. The observed increase in Seebeck coefficient may be an effect of the potential barriers, which could act as low-energy electron filters.\(^6^2\) When a temperature gradient is applied, charges diffuse to states of lower chemical potential. While most of these states are on the colder side, unoccupied states on the hotter side allow for charge diffusion in the opposing direction, thereby limiting the overall potential that can develop for a given temperature gradient. Charges that participate in back diffusion are referred to as “cold electrons“ (for n-type semiconductors) since they possess lower carrier energy. However, potential barriers with appropriate energy levels can act as low energy charge filters by preferentially affecting their mobility.\(^6^3\) By limiting the amount of back diffusion, a larger potential can develop, resulting in an increased Seebeck coefficient.

![Figure 2.22 - Seebeck Coefficient as function of Temperature](image)

**Figure 2.22 - Seebeck Coefficient as function of Temperature:** Single nanowire thermopower response for the same nanowires as Figure 2.21. Inset is an SEM image of the electrical device.

Aside from filtering, the possibility exists that electronic quantum confinement caused by closely spaced inclusion layers contributes to the rise in Seebeck values.\(^6^4,6^5\) Since l values of less than 2.34 nm (exciton Bohr radius of ZnO) were observed, thermopower enhancement might be due to slight changes in the density of states near the Fermi level.\(^6^6\) While difficult to
quantify at this time, the random nature of the single crystalline, polytypoid nanowires perhaps plays a role in these and other transport phenomena.

2.4.c - Carrier Mobility and Power Factor

To ensure that the observed Seebeck enhancement is not due to mere increases in impurity scattering, FET mobilities were measured on the same nanowires from which the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient were determined (Figure 2.23). Both carrier concentration and mobility enhancements were observed when compared to the pure ZnO nanowires. This indicates that the carrier concentration, and not the mobility, is the limiting factor in the electrical conductivity, contrary to what may have been suspected based on the defects that accompany each basal InO$_2$ atomic layer. Furthermore, 177 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ at 300 K is more than twice the field effect mobility value previously measured in single crystalline IGZO thin films. The nature of the mobility enhancement in the polytypoid IGZO nanowires over IGZO thin films is not fully understood.

![Graph: Mobility vs. Carrier Concentration](image)

**Figure 2.23 - FET Mobility and Carrier Concentration:** IGZO (blue circles) exhibited much higher mobilities and carrier concentrations than the starting ZnO (red squares). No diameter dependence was observed for ZnO or IGZO nanowires in the of 75-130 nm.

However, the enhancement over the single crystalline ZnO nanowires may be explained by the induced strain at the InO$_2$ layer interfaces. It is well established that piezoresistive materials, both crystalline and amorphous, demonstrate mobility changes with the application of stress. As seen in Figure 2.12b, the 17% difference in the d spacing at the octahedral/wurtzite interface produces a significant amount of strain. Although the inclusions are perpendicular to the transport direction, the mobility could be enhanced by possible strain-
induced changes to the electronic band structure. Further theoretical and experimental work is necessary to determine the extent to which strain plays a role in this polytypoid system.

Regardless of the source of enhancement, by converting the ZnO nanowires into IGZO, the resulting power factor ($S^2\sigma$) changed by a factor of 58 to 0.6 mW m$^{-1}$ K$^{-2}$. While this value is lower than the reported power factor of nominally Al-doped ZnO, it is ~6 times larger than the power factor of bulk IZO materials (Figure 2.24). The complete thermoelectric properties for bulk IGZO have not been reported in a single study within the operating temperature range of our measurement systems. Therefore, transport properties within this work are primarily given relative to the similarly structured bulk IZO.

2.4.d - Thermal Conductivity and Figure of Merit

Not only do the nanostructured features influence electronic transport, they also act as important phonon scattering interfaces, thereby limiting the lattice thermal conductivity. To measure such effects, thermal transport in individual nanowires was accomplished using pre-fabricated MEMS devices, upon which single nanowires were physically manipulated using thin tungsten probe tips (inset of Figure 2.25). Full descriptions of the measurement scheme can be found elsewhere. Compared to literature values for bulk ZnO (100 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$), ZnO nanowires demonstrate up to five-fold reduction of thermal conductivity at room temperature (Figure 2.25). An estimation of the average phonon mean free path as a function of temperature shows that the limiting factor is the nanowire diameter until the 150–200 K range,
where other scattering mechanisms, such as impurity and Umklapp scattering, begin to limit the conductivity. As seen in Figure 2.26, the linear segment of the ZnO nanowire plot begins to plateau around that temperature range. The IGZO nanowires, on the other hand, show no such plateau, indicating that the inclusions, and not to the nanowire diameter, are limiting the average phonon mean free path throughout the measured temperature range. At 300 K, IGZO nanowires exhibit a thermal conductivity of 3.3 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹, which is only slightly lower than what has been observed for IZO in the bulk (3.5 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹, n = 3,4). However, since bulk IZO has both higher inclusion density and periodicity, it is surprising that the more disordered 5/5 IGZO nanowires exhibit comparable thermal transport properties. While higher inclusion densities are expected to limit the average phonon mean free path, the disordered nature of the polytypoid IGZO structure combined with the nanowire geometry similarly affects the overall thermal energy propagation, as seen in other systems.

As a direct result of the polytypoid structure, $zT$ was increased from $1.7 \times 10^{-4}$ for ZnO nanowires to 0.055 for the IGZO nanowires at 300 K, an enhancement of 2.5 orders of magnitude (Figure 2.26). Such $zT$ values represent a factor of ~10 enhancement when compared to the similarly structured bulk IZO superlattice samples at room temperature. However, since oxide-based thermoelectric modules are typically employed at elevated temperatures (700-1000 K), further studies within the relevant temperature range are required.
In summary, InMO₃(ZnO)ₓ (M = Ga, Fe) polytypoid nanowires were converted from pure ZnO nanowires using a facile diffusion scheme. This solid-state diffusion process can be used to produce a wide range of ZnO alloys with controllable alloy concentration and inclusion layer density. The inclusion growth is believed to originate from a surface defect and propagate though the nanowire by a defect-assisted process. The ultimate structure described here includes multiple inversion domain boundaries and is able to account for experiment observation, as well as being validated through DFT calculations. Single-nanowire measurements on IGZO show that both the power factor and thermal resistivity were enhanced due to the nanostructured features inherent to this thermally stable system. In addition, compared to bulk IZO and other doped ZnO, IGZO nanowires show a marked improvement in zT at room temperature. This work suggests that better control of nanometer-scale features (nanowire geometry, alloying, atomic layer inclusions) could be the key to developing next-generation thermoelectric materials.

Figure 2.26 – Figure of Merit: Combining all the various components of zT together, IGZO nanowires show 2.5 orders of magnitude enhancement over ZnO nanowires.

2.5 - Conclusions
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Chapter 3

The possibility of P-type ZnO Nanowires

3.1 - Introduction

3.1.a – The Importance of p-type ZnO

One dimensional semiconductor nanostructures are promising building blocks for nanoelectronic and nano-optoelectronic devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), photodiodes, and nanoscale lasers.\textsuperscript{1–4} Much of the initial work on these systems, especially lasers, have involved using photo-excitation as the energy input into the system. This optically pumped scheme has two intrinsic drawbacks: First, optically pumping limits the resolution to the diffraction limit of $\frac{\lambda}{2}$, where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the input light.\textsuperscript{5} Second, in any practically-designed opto-electronic circuit, the input desired is electrical.\textsuperscript{6} Therefore, logic and information can be transmitted on chip, rather than having to be externally prompted.

As for what materials would work best for these applications, ZnO is a prime candidate. Due to the wide band gap (3.4 eV) and large binding energy (~60 meV),\textsuperscript{7} ZnO is suitable for short wavelength device applications, such as ultraviolet lasers and light-emitting diodes.\textsuperscript{8} Room temperature lasing has long been established in ZnO nanowires because of these excellent optical properties.\textsuperscript{4}

Typically, ZnO is grown unintentionally n-type, meaning electrons are the majority carrier within the semiconductor.\textsuperscript{9,10} This is due to the intrinsically occurring donor defects in ZnO, namely oxygen vacancies and zinc interstitials. Some control over these intrinsic defects has been achieved by controlling the growth conditions and cooling rate down from the growth temperature,\textsuperscript{11} but these donors are thermodynamically forming defects that spontaneously form. For the purposes of attaining high conductivity in ZnO, they can be both a blessing and a curse, as will be discussed in the next section of this thesis. ZnO is also capable of being doped to relatively high carrier concentrations using Ga, Al, and other trivalent species.\textsuperscript{12–17} These doped forms of ZnO are commonly used as transparent contacts, as the wide band gap of ZnO is typically not affected by the introduction of these defects.\textsuperscript{18–21}

While n-type conduction in ZnO is well established and somewhat controllable, there is a need to achieve conduction where the majority of charge carriers are holes. For example, solid-state LEDs are typically designed as a p-n junction, where under applied bias, majority carriers from their respective sides recombine near the junction (within a depletion width). This is typically done via a homojunction, where the n-type and p-type materials are the same.\textsuperscript{2,22–24}
In principle, this restriction of the same material is not needed, but many studies show that the much lower quality interface between materials leads to reduce device performance.\textsuperscript{25} This can manifest in markedly worsened output spectra and/or larger operation voltages required for the same amount of light produced. Therefore, it is most desirable to maintain the same material across the junction, wherein there is perfect relation between the two crystal structures (if viewed independently). In turn, this spurns the need for conductive p-type ZnO.

3.1.b – Obstacles to p-type Conduction

Even though the idea of having p-type ZnO is a very enticing prospect, there exist a great deal of problems in its creation and stability. The prerequisites for “useful” p-type ZnO are for the acceptor concentration to be much higher than the donor concentration, and low acceptor ionization energy, preferably well below 0.2 eV in the dilute limit.\textsuperscript{26,27} In order to achieve high substitutional acceptor concentration, the solid solubility of the particular acceptor impurity in mind must be high with a low self-compensation ratio. Unfortunately, many of the traditional transition metal dopants with an oxidation state of +1 are not very soluble in ZnO.\textsuperscript{2,28–30} Additionally, their high ionization energies render the majority of dopants useless at room temperature.

While suitable dopants and dopant pairs can be chosen to somewhat avoid those two issues, the compensation of native donor defects in omnipresent. On an absolute level, the doping asymmetry caused by compensation arises from the fact that wide-gap semiconductors either have a low valence-band maximum or a high conduction-band minimum.\textsuperscript{31,32} Some semiconductors such as ZnTe, CdTe, and diamond in which the valence band is relatively close to the vacuum level have preferable p-type conductivity. Therefore, achieving n-type conductivity is very difficult, diamond being the case in point. In contrast, ZnO, ZnSe, ZnS, and CdS, which their valence bands relatively far from the vacuum level, have preferable n-type conductivity. For ZnO, the same intrinsic defects (oxygen vacancies, $V_o$, and zinc interstitials, $Zn_i$) which are responsible for as-made n-type conduction retard the efforts to achieve stable p-type doping by compensating the potential acceptors.

Considering the band structure of a doped semiconductor, this compensation is due to the fact that the formation energy of these intrinsic defects is dependent to the chemical potential (Fermi level) of the doped material (Figure 3.1). For ZnO specifically, the formation of $Zn_i$ and $V_o$ becomes much more favorable as the Fermi level approaches the valance band (left

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Formation Energy as Function of Fermi Energy: Schematic dependence of the formation energy of charged defects on the Fermi energy position within the band.}
\end{figure}
Eventually, the formation of these defects becomes energetically favorable, and thus will begin to spontaneously form over time. Therefore, in the presence of such compensation, there is an effective thermodynamic limit as to what the finally carrier concentration can be.

3.1.c – Strategy to Bypass Compensation

As is shown in Figure 3.1, there is a dependence of the formation energy of charged defects on the Fermi level. Therefore, when charged extrinsic defects, ie dopants, are introduced into the system, the Fermi level is moved either towards the valence band if an acceptor state or towards the conduction band if a donor state. Once the Fermi level has changed, the intrinsic, charged defects (for ZnO, Zn\textit{i} and V\textit{O}) either become more or less favorable to form. Since dopants are charged defects by definition (either active or non-active), this presents a fundamental problem for p-type doping.

Consider, however, if the dopant was not always in a charged state. For example, what if the possibility existed where a neutral extrinsic defect could be introduced to the lattice of ZnO during growth, then controllably “turned on” to an acceptor state afterwards? Then the benefits would be two-fold: First, the uncharged species would not affect the intrinsic defect concentration for charged species, such as Zn\textit{i} and V\textit{O}, since the Fermi level is unaffected by their presence (neutral line in Figure 3.1). Since there is no driving force for formation of compensating donor defects (at least, not any larger force than in pure ZnO), the material could exist indefinitely in this state. Second, the “turn on” step is separated from the high temperatures of crystal growth (assuming gas-phase conditions). Being separate allows this “turn on” to be done at lower temperature, hence less available energy for intrinsic donors to use to form. While still thermodynamically favorable to form, these defects would be kinetically trapped, allowing for much higher hole concentrations and longevity of such conduction.

Such a strategy was employed using uncharged Li-complexes during ZnO growth, followed by dopant an activation anneal at lower temperature to create Li acceptor states. Ab-initio studies have shown that Li interstitials (Li\textit{i}) and substitutional Li (for Zn, Li\textit{Zn}) create a complex that is overall charge neutral. After growth, the activation anneal allows the defect complex to break and form charged species, most of which can be acceptors (depending on the annealing environment). Field effect and Seebeck measurements confirm the majority carrier type as positive after annealing. Measurements over time show the conduction to not be stable, reverting to insulating behavior. Reproducibility and other considerations are also discussed.
3.2 – Li-Doped ZnO Nanowires

3.2.a – Synthesis and Conversion

Li-doped ZnO nanowires were synthesized using a modified chemical vapor transport scheme, depicted in Figure 3.2. Briefly, a mixture of ZnO and graphite powered (1:1 by weight) is placed into an alumina boat and positioned inside a quartz tube such that the right edge of the boat is in line with the thermocouple of the tube furnace. An Au-coated (~2-5 nm) sapphire substrate (2 mm x 2 mm piece) that was thoroughly clean by sonication in acetone for 1 hour was placed on the left edge of the boat. The Li precursor used was Li3N, which was placed a certain distance away downstream from the growth zone of the ZnO nanowires. The position of the Li3N was measured as distance from the left edge of the furnace, wherein longer distances are closer to the center of the tube where growth occurs.

Temperatures measured closer to the edge of the tube furnace smaller than 5 cm dropped off precipitously, where 3 cm and 1 cm measure 710 °C and 495 °C, respectively. While it is convenient to control the temperature, and thus the vapor pressure of Li species, this way, it is not a straightforward relation between position and actual vapor pressure at the ZnO nanowire growth zone. Merely decreasing the distance between the two precursors (ignoring changes in temperature) increases the vapor pressure at the growth zone increases. Adding in the non-uniform temperature to the picture and this becomes a non-linear dependence. Controlling the amount of Li then becomes more challenging, as the window for optimal incorporation while maintaining good nanowire morphology is small.

Figure 3.2 – Schematic of CVT Set-up: Positional control of the Li precursor affects the local vapor pressure of Li by changing both temperature and distance. Samples are designated by the relative distance of the Li3N from the tube edge.
After the positions of the various precursors were set, 60 sccm of Ar containing ~1% of oxygen purged the reaction tube for 30 minutes at room temperature. The temperature then rapidly climbed to 910 °C, where it sat for 10-15 minutes, then allowed to cool at a reduced rate. These nanowires were between 10-20 microns long, and varied between 50-200 nm in diameter. For 8 cm samples, there were noticeable morphological changes to the nanowires, as they had much smaller aspect ratios and also consisted of other shaped materials. These changes were attributed to the presence of too much Li. Samples 6 cm and smaller maintained excellent morphology, as seen in Figure 3.3a-c. These nanowires are single crystalline, and maintain good vertical orientation.

Dopant activation annealing was performed both on the growth substrate and single nanowire devices. The on-device annealing was done in either a tube furnace or RTA, with more consistent results occurring in samples annealed in the tube furnace. The following conditions were all used successfully to obtain p-type behavior from tube furnace annealing: 400, 450, and 500 °C in pure O₂ for 30 or 40 minutes. For the RTA anneal, 400 in O₂ for a total of 5 minutes was also successful. The high oxygen concentration environment is used to facilitate Zn vacancy formation.

3.2.b – Solid-State Characterization

Further analysis of as-made samples was carried out via X-Ray Diffraction. The 100 diffraction peaks of several Li-doped samples are compared to that of pure ZnO nanowires in Figure 3.4a. No shift was observed in the 002 or 101 peaks. An obvious shift is observed from
the Li-doped samples, with the largest shift occurring in the 6 cm sample (closest to the growth zone of ZnO). Acting as an internal standard, the 110 peak from the Al₂O₃ substrate is also shown (Figure 3.4b). The extra features on the substrate peaks are attributed to artifacts due to detector saturation. The .27 degree shift seen in the 6 cm sample can be explained by Li incorporation into the ZnO lattice. Li most favorably forms interstitials within ZnO, pushing Zn and O away from each other, i.e., expanding the lattice. While not overly quantitative, this amount of expansion roughly corresponds to ~3-5% Li incorporation.36,37,41,42 However, this speciation of Li acts as a donor. Since single nanowire measurements show the electrical conductivity decrease in the as-made samples (as compared to pure ZnO, described in more detail in the next section of this thesis), this is not thought to be the main form of Li. Considering both the lowered conductivity and lattice expansion observed, the main speciation is thought to be the neutral Li-Li complex. Further work examining the local environment of the Li and Zn should be undertaken. Note also that after the activation anneal, the expansion should be somewhat reduced, as the Li-Li complex devolves into independent Li dopants that can then occupy Zn vacancies. However, this measurement was not performed while the samples being produced were consistent.

As further indication of Li incorporation into the ZnO nanowires, photoluminescence (PL) spectra of various samples were acquired. Figure 3.5a shows room temperature PL of pure and 6 cm Li-doped ZnO nanowires. The difference in PL intensity is not meaningful, as the amount of sample is not known. These spectra exhibit little difference from each other at room temperature; however, when taken again at 8K (Figure 3.5b), distinct peaks are observed in the

![Figure 3.4 – Lattice Expansion in Li-doped ZnO Nanowires](image-url)

(a) Shift to lower scattering angles is observed for samples grown with the Li precursor closer. As an internal standard, all spectra are calibrated to the 110 peak of the substrate (b). The features on the substrate peak are probably due to detector saturation.
Li-doped samples. These peaks occurring at 373.9 nm and 382.8 nm are characteristic of the presence of Li in ZnO, as observed by other studies. The peak at 373.9 is typically the strongest, and most present in Li-doped samples. The exact state responsible for this peak is not known. It is worth noting that in every sample that exhibited eventual p-type behavior, this peak was observed. However, the converse is not true. This may be due to the fact that the conversion rate is ~40%, meaning that the nanowires on the devices in certain samples did not show p-type behavior for any number of reasons (oxidized electrodes, not enough Li present,...).

Therefore, PL was obtained from a single nanowire device. Figure 3.6 is a plot of PL acquired at 8 K of the same Li-doped ZnO nanowire already in an electrical device. The pre-anneal spectrum contains the 374 nm characteristic peak, indicating the incorporation of Li in the nanowire. After annealing at 450 °C for 30 minutes in O₂, this specific nanowire sample did exhibit p-type behavior. Accompanied with this change in carrier type are new spectral features. The spectrum changes to a much broader peak centered ~380 nm (note that this spectrum was also taken at 8 K). The shift of the band edge to lower energy photons could be a result of defect levels close to the band edges. Since p-type behavior was observed, it is reasonable to assume that most of the new defect levels are near the valence band.
3.3 – Carrier Type Determination

3.3.a – Field-Effect Conduction

As alluded to earlier in this chapter, field effect transistors were fabricated with the active channel material being Li-doped ZnO nanowires. When possible, a four-point contacting scheme was utilized to extract the effects of contact resistance from the intrinsic resistance. Both Ti/Au and Ni/Au (50/150 nm) were used to obtain Ohmic contact to the samples. Note that if the Au film does not completely cover the Ti metal layer, severe oxidation of the metal electrodes occurred, ruining the devices, sometimes completely.

The as-grown Li-doped ZnO nanowires exhibited high resistances, with the average mobility and carrier concentration ~3 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹ and ~10¹⁵-10¹⁶ cm⁻³, respectively (Figure 3.11). Because of the large amount of Li required to shift the lattice parameter (on the order of 2-6%), a decrease of the mobility as compared to pure ZnO nanowires was expected, since the concentration of point defects rose substantially. Also, the carrier concentrations for the as-made samples are over an order of magnitude lower than that of pure ZnO. There then must either exist acceptor states tapping free electrons or a lowered amount of intrinsically donating defects in the Li-doped ZnO nanowires.

Figure 3.6 – PL of Single Nanowire on Device: PL of the same Li-doped ZnO nanowire in a Seebeck device (red) before the dopant activation anneal and (green) afterwards.
When successful, the n-type conduction of the as-made Li-doped ZnO nanowires is converted to p-type via an annealing step (Figure 3.7b). This on-chip annealing allows for exact tracking of the change of carrier type in the same single crystal nanowire (Figure 3.7a). This switching was repeated several times on multiple devices. In each case, the conductance of the nanowire increased, sometimes substantially. Also interesting is that the threshold voltage remains positive even after activation. Effectively, the “normally off” n-type device was converted to a “normally on” p-type device.

The average mobility and carrier concentrations for the annealed samples are 12 cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹ and ~10¹⁷ cm⁻³, respectively (Figure 3.11). While there is certainly room for improvement in carrier concentration, the mobility is higher than previously measured p-type ZnO studies.44,46–48

3.3.b – Seebeck Coefficient

As an FET device, nanowires are less than desirable. Large uncertainties exist in many of the measured responses, including slope direction of the transconductance and amount of depletion in the active channel.49,50 These problems are ever present, especially in the back-gated geometry.51 Therefore, the Seebeck coefficient was used to confirm the majority carrier type. The relation between the sign of the Seebeck coefficient and majority carrier type can be complicated for heavily doped systems. For example, many metals (Cu, Pb, Al, Au, …) have positive Seebeck coefficients due to where the Fermi level lies relative to the density of states.52 If a material has a positively-sloped DOS at the Fermi level, the Seebeck will be positive. However, for semiconductors with a gap between bands, the slopes of the DOS near the edges
of those bands are respectively different (conduction band is opposite from the valence band). Therefore, if the Fermi level is closer to the conduction band, the slope of the DOS is negative, giving the Seebeck voltage a negative sign. Likewise, if the Fermi level is closer to the valence band edge, the Seebeck voltage will be positive. Therefore, by doping a semiconductor n- or p-type, the sign of the Seebeck will reflect that majority type as a consequence of the Fermi level position within the band.

Since the devices used for the FET measurements also included the capability of measuring the Seebeck voltage, all transport data was acquired on the same individual nanowires and plotted in Figure 3.8. Again, the as-made Li-doped samples have lower mobility and carrier concentrations while also having a relatively large negative Seebeck coefficient (~ -400 \( \mu V \text{ K}^{-1} \)). This relation of large Seebeck with low mobility and carrier concentration is consistent with the Boltzman transport relation between the three variables (See Chapter 1). After annealing, the nanowires exhibit increases in mobility and carrier concentration, as well as a positive Seebeck voltage (Figure 3.8b). This switching of sign is further indication that the majority carriers in the annealed samples are now holes.
3.4 – Stability and Reproducibility

3.4.a – As function of Time and Size

While the conversion from n-type to p-type was successful, the longevity of the p-type response was not very long. Figure 3.9 plots the Seebeck coefficient as function of time for three different Li-doped ZnO nanowire devices. From this plot, there are several aspects to note. First, the longest lived sample without any type of surface modification was less than 148.2 hours, while the shortest was between 10-18 hours. The precise time of reversion is not known due to the discrete segmentation of sampling. The diameters of those samples are not known, due to the lack of diligence on my part. However, the nanowires in Figure 3.9 were measured via SEM after reversion was observed as not to affect the transport properties of the samples with the electron beam. While just three samples, a clear trend as relates to the diameter of the nanowire and longevity can be seen, with the larger sample being more stable over time. The proposed reason for this is the following: formation of donating states on the surface of the nanowires compensates the acceptors distributed throughout the whole nanowire. For smaller nanowires, the surface to volume ratio is larger than thicker samples; thereby they would be more affected by the creation of these surface states. Another explanation is that the thicker nanowires are grown with a larger concentration of Li; therefore, more compensating donor states (V_o or Zni) are required to make the reversion happen. Either way, such a dependence on nanowire diameter requires further study, as it has direct consequences on the viability of nanoscale applications of p-type ZnO.

![Figure 3.9 – Lifetime of P-Type Behavior](image)

Figure 3.9 – Lifetime of P-Type Behavior: Seebeck Coefficient as a function of time illustrates the inherent instability of p-type ZnO. Additionally, longevity of hole conduction was observed to be dependent on the nanowire diameter.

Another point of interest on the traces of Figure 3.9 is the trend of the magnitude of the Seebeck with time before reversion. In each case, the Seebeck becomes slightly more positive before ultimately switching to negative. This could be due to the position of the Fermi level
changing as more and more donors are spontaneously being created to compensate the excess of holes. As the Fermi level approaches the middle of the bad, the carrier concentration is decreasing, which in turn increases the Seebeck. While it is unclear if this effect would change the Seebeck in this magnitude, the possibility of real time monitoring of the instability of samples is interesting.

In an attempt to increase the longevity of the p-type response, one sample was coated with 20 cycles of ALD alumina. Figure 3.10 shows the successful result of that experiment. The nanowire in this case gave a positive Seebeck for nearly 50 days, much longer than any uncoated device. Note that the sampling rate was not as dense as it should have been. Further work using an automated measuring system rather than a somewhat forgetful graduate student should be employed to prove the cause of such a change in stability.

3.4.b – Thoughts on Issues with Reproducibility

While much of the data presented in this chapter is exciting and not all that different than what is seen in the literature for Li doped ZnO, much of this data cannot be reproduced. In samples made since, no XRD shift has been observed, as well as a glaring lack of the characteristic peak in the low-temperature PL. These nanowire samples have been insulating,
with actual measurements of the carrier concentration and mobility nearly impossible, as there exists very little \( I_{ds} \).

Naturally, the attributed cause for this problem is synthetic. As mentioned earlier, the non-linear dependence of the partial pressure of Li on position leave a very small window of conditions needed for good incorporation while preserving the nanowire morphology. Also, the dependence of the Li speciation is highly dependent on the oxygen concentration. If too much oxygen is present during growth, not only will the Li precursor oxidize before getting to the growth zone of the ZnO, but the Li that does make it will have a lessened thermodynamic driving force to form the neutral Li-Li defect complex. Rather, separate Li and ZnLi become increasingly stable to exist. Therefore, more care must be taken to control the exact amount of oxygen present during growth.

### 3.5 – Conclusions

Li-doped ZnO nanowires were synthesized via CVT and exhibited p-type conduction after annealing to activate the dopants. XRD and PL measurements were performed to confirm the incorporation of Li into the ZnO nanowires. Expansion of the lattice, as well as the appearance of a signature peak in the PL, was observed for samples grown in the presence of

![Figure 3.11 – Summary of Electrical Responses: ZnO, As-made Li-doped ZnO, and Annealed Li-doped ZnO nanowires various responses are plotted. Seebeck (red, right side) and carrier concentration (blue, left side) and shown as a function of mobility. Note that the data was plotted this way for ease, not to imply an observed dependence.](image-url)
Li$_3$N. Electrical responses, including field effect transconductance and Seebeck voltages, were performed on single nanowires, the results and summary of which are shown in Figure 3.11. The stability of the p-type behavior was measured to be on the order of days, possibly showing size dependences. Further work is needed to repeat these measured responses, as well as confirm p-type conduction in doped ZnO.

### 3.6 – References


Chapter 4

 Ionic Conduction in Core/Shell Oxide Nanowires

 4.1 - Introduction

 4.1.a – Conduction in CeO₂ and ZrO₂

The interest in fuel cells that can operate at lower temperature has spurned research directed at all steps of the process: chemical decomposition, ionic conduction, and species formation. The first and last steps are limited by the catalysts used to perform the individual reactions. While making those reactions occur at low temperatures appears to be the larger of the bottlenecks in the whole process, much work as gone into finding and designing electrolytes capable of conducting the species of interest from anode to cathode (or vice versa).[1,2] Ideally, this electrolyte would require no liquid and be resistant to material corrosion and water management problems.[2-8] The all-solid-state construction of solid-oxide fuel cells using ceramics and metals satisfy such requirements, save the low operation temperatures. SOFCs are typically run anywhere from 1073-1273 K, which is not practical for some applications.[1,9-12] Therefore, much research has been devoted to designing new oxide materials capable of operating at lower temperatures.

In general, there are two types of electrolyte (i.e., oxygen-ion and proton-conducting electrolytes) possible for use in SOFCs. To date, many studies have focused on SOFC technology using oxygen-ion conducting electrolytes because of the chemical stability and low electrical resistance of oxygen-ion conductors. Two of the most commonly used oxides are stabilized zirconia and doped ceria. These materials, when doped appropriately, are ionically conducting.[13-15] For ZrO₂, doping with yttrium locks the structure into the fluorite structure, which can conduct O⁻ through the oxygen vacancies. Similarly, ionic conduction in CeO₂ occurs through naturally occurring or doping-induced oxygen vacancies. CeO₂ also conducts electrons, making it a mixed conductor in certain environments.[16,17]

4.1.b – Nanoscale Effects on Ionic Conduction in Oxides

Besides adding exotic dopants to try to tailor conduction in CeO₂ and ZrO₂, nanostructuring the materials has been shown to vary conduction properties.[7,11,18-21] Increases
in electrical conductivity over ionic conductivity have been demonstrated in CeO$_2$ by shrinking the gain size down to the nanoscale.$^{22}$ Different effects have been shown to happen to ZrO$_2$ when similarly structured. However, the real interesting effects can be observed in the combination of the two materials. By simply combining the two materials in a solid solution, increases in the overall conduction have been observed.$^{23}$ Furthermore, using the same two materials, increases in ionic conductivity can also occur by layering them on one another.$^{24}$ This indicates that the interface between the two materials could provide a pathway for easier conduction of oxygen ions. The reasons for such increases in ionic conduction are still subjects of many studies.

Therefore, this study developed CeO$_2$/ZrO$_2$ core-shell nanowires to demonstrate unique, geometric-based properties for low temperature ionic conductors and oxygen filters. By taking advantage of both the large amount of surface/interface area per unit volume and the special effects (ie, depletion, strain, ...) such interfaces have on ionic conduction, nanomaterials not only give promise of optimal device geometries, but also afford the ability to manipulate those geometries in order to deconvolute the relative contribution of the various transport mechanisms towards overall conduction.$^{20,25,26}$ The benefits to both the science of ionic transport and practical low temperature devices make this an extremely promising approach.

### 4.2 – Synthesis of CeO$_2$/ZrO$_2$ Nanowires

#### 4.2.a – Hydrothermal Synthesis and Coating Method

Considering also the relatively large amount of sample needed for device fabrication and characterization, hydrothermal synthesis of the nanowires was utilized. Previous reports of CeO$_2$ nanowire growth involved acidic environments, with great care taken at controlling the pH. This study, however, utilized a basic condition reaction which proved to be more robust:

$$\text{Ce(NO)}_3 + \text{NaOH} \rightarrow \text{Ce(OH)}_3 \text{ Nanowires}$$

The Ce(OH)$_3$ product from this reaction was nearly 100% of the nanowire morphology with excellent aspect ratio control (Figure 4.1a). Figure 4.1b shows the XRD spectrum which confirmed that the major phase was that of Ce(OH)$_3$, with some slight contribution from CeO$_2$. This is due to incomplete oxidation of the product during synthesis. Therefore, The Ce(OH)$_3$ nanowires were then annealed at 500 °C in air for at least 3 hours to convert them to CeO$_2$ nanowires (Figure 4.2b). The resulting nanowires are single crystalline, but become shorter, on average (Figure 4.2a). Little to no sintering was observed with this annealing condition.
Application of the ZrO$_2$ was accomplished via a sol gel technique. This process involves mixing a solution of Zirconium Isopropoxide in ethanol with the CeO$_2$ nanowires and waiting for the solvent to evaporate off (can take longer than 8 hours, depending on concentration). After the ethanol has been removed, a second calcination step was done to crystalize the ZrO$_2$ shell (600 °C in air for at least 2 hours).

Figure 4.1 – Synthesis of Ce(OH)$_3$: (a) TEM of Ce(OH)$_3$ nanowires. (b) XRD shows peaks of both CeO$_2$ and Ce(OH)$_3$ phases.

Application of the ZrO$_2$ was accomplished via a sol gel technique. This process involves mixing a solution of Zirconium Isopropoxide in ethanol with the CeO$_2$ nanowires and waiting for the solvent to evaporate off (can take longer than 8 hours, depending on concentration). After the ethanol has been removed, a second calcination step was done to crystalize the ZrO$_2$ shell (600 °C in air for at least 2 hours).

Figure 4.2 – After Calcination: (a) TEM of CeO$_2$ nanowires. Nanowires are shorter after calcination. (b) XRD shows peaks of CeO$_2$ even on samples coated with ZrO$_2$
4.2.b – Shell Crystallization

After application and calcination of the shell, no new peaks associated with ZrO$_2$ were observed in the XRD (Figure 4.2b). To check the crystallinity of the shell, HRSTEM and HRTEM were performed. Figure 4.3a gives an example of the crystallinity of the shell. Domains measured up to hundreds of nanometers, but the shell thickness varied from 3-10 nanometers in different areas. To confirm the shell and core constituents, line scan EELS were performed near the edge of the structure (Figure 4.3b). Little to no diffusion was observed across the interface. The slight increase in the Zr signal after the core has been cleared is due to the larger amount of Zr interacting with the electron beam before scattering by some other species.

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3 – Coating Structure:** (a) HRSTEM of CeO$_2$ coated with ZrO$_2$. (b) EELS lines scan of Ce and Zr show no notable diffusion of the materials into one another. The yellow line indicates the area examined.

4.2.c – Interfacial Structure

The actual interfacial structure was investigated by HRTEM. In Figure 4.4a, the core and shell are clearly denoted due to intentional underfocusing. Now that the interface position is established, the focused and slightly filtered image in Figure 4.4b gives a much clearer picture as to the crystal relation, or lack thereof, between the two materials (note the filter used was an FFT mask to reduce noise around the atomic lines). The image shows that there is no relation between the materials, making this an incoherent interface. Therefore any transport effects seen from the addition from the ZrO$_2$ coating are not strain related.
4.3 – Nanowire Thin Films

While performing single nanowire impedance measurements is always the goal for the maximum amount of directly interpretable data, ionic conduction currents occur on far too low of a level for current impedance analyzers to measure accurately. Therefore, nanowire thin film networks were utilized for the purpose of measurement signal. Not only are these nanowire thin films easier to measure, but they are more robust and still contain a large interface to volume ratio.

4.3.a – ZrO₂ Coating Schemes

With the validation of nanowire thin films established, the question regarding how to apply the shell remains. In general, for the current system and synthetic methods in hand, there are two ways the CeO₂/ZrO₂ nanowire thin film could be constructed, each with its own consequences. The first scheme considered is pictorially described on the left side of Figure 4.5. This method involves applying the ZrO₂ coating while the CeO₂ nanowires are still in solution followed by drying into a film. After film formation, perform the second calcination to crystalize the ZrO₂.

This method was ultimately not perused, even though it provides some inherent benefits. Those benefits include a higher degree of conformity in the shell coating, as well as ease of process. However, this conformity also prevents any CeO₂ nanowires from being in intimate contact with any other CeO₂ nanowire, hence the “Separate” designation. If the
interface effects are to be observed, those interfaces must be continuous from contact to contact. Otherwise, transport will be limited by the more resistive ZrO$_2$.

With this in mind, the method of first creating the nanowire thin film, then applying the ZrO$_2$ coating, was used (right side of Figure 4.5). This design allows for the connection between CeO$_2$ nanowires to remain intact, while still providing a relatively large amount of interface exposed to the ZrO$_2$ ("Connected" motif). Additionally, this design allows for the same film to be measured before and after coating.

### 4.3.b – Thin Film Creation and Optimization

Nanowire thin films were created by drop casting CeO$_2$ nanowire solution onto 1 x 1 cm$^2$ Pt-covered quartz substrates and allowing the solvent to slowly evaporate. The importance of the rate of evaporation is seen by the film quality, where films dried more quickly had a larger distribution of thicknesses across the substrate. When performed slowly enough, film
thicknesses in the center 50-60% of the substrate varied by only < 7%. The average thickness of the films was then controlled via the concentration of the CeO$_2$ nanowire solution. Measured devices varied in thickness from 210 nm to 1.3 $\mu$m. Figure 4.6b is a cross-section SEM image of such a nanowire film on a Pt-covered substrate.

![Figure 4.6 – Nanowire Thin Films: (a) Schematic of the device structure used to measure cross plane conductivity. (b) Cross section SEM of a nanowire thin film. Pt was deposited on the surface for better image quality.](image)

4.3.c – Contacting Considerations

The top contacts used for the cross-plane measurement are depicted in Figure 4.6a. They consist of etched quartz, such that the 5mm x 5mm center protrudes out nearly 400 microns. Pt deposited on the etched side defines the contact area with the thin film. To ensure adequate electrical contact, the top contact and substrate are pressed and held together with force from a loaded spring controller. For the ZrO$_2$ coated samples, the additional step of etching (Ar plasma, 100 W, 60 seconds) through the initial layer of ZrO$_2$ is needed for reliable contact.

4.4 – Ionic Conduction

The impedance of the thin film samples was measured using a Bio-Logic VSP and VMP3B-5 potentiostat. The frequency range used was 1 M Hertz to 1 Hertz. Nyquist plots exhibiting ionic conduction were fit to semi circles, ignoring data points that were acquired outside the measurement range of the instrument. Samples were held in various partial pressures of O$_2$ for 2 hours in ensure stability. Note that the data in the section were gathered from the same sample, measured first as pure CeO$_2$ nanowire thin film, then again after ZrO$_2$ coating.
4.4.a – Activation Energy

Figure 4.7 plots the ionic conductivity as a function of temperature for a CeO2 nanowire thin film in various O2 environments. Activation energies calculated from these Arrhenius Plots are between 1.1-1.3 eV. This is comparable to other reports of pure CeO2, bulk and polycrystalline. The highest conductivity measured at 650 oC is about an order of magnitude lower than what previous studies have found. This could be attributed to both the porosity of the film (not considered in the geometry) and resistance at the contacts. Even though the conductivity of the pure CeO2 nanowire film is low, the conductivity increases by over an order of magnitude upon application of the ZrO2 coating (Figure 4.8). Additionally, the activation energy calculated from the data in Figure 4.8 is .81-.85 eV. This substantial drop in the activation energy required to conduct ions through the material is an indication that either the mechanism or pathway of conduction has changed.

![Figure 4.7 – Ionic Conductivity of CeO2 Nanowire Thin Films](image)

Figure 4.7 – Ionic Conductivity of CeO2 Nanowire Thin Films: Ionic Conductivity as a function of temperature for pure CeO2 nanowires in various oxygen environments.
4.4.b – Ionic Transport Number

To analyze the relative contributions of electrons and ions towards the total conduction, the ratio of the ionic impedance measured from the Nyquist plot to the DC resistance was measured. This is known as the ionic transport number (ITN), where 1 is conduction occurs completely by ionic species. The ITN for the ZrO$_2$ coated CeO$_2$ nanowire film is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 4.9. As temperature increases, the amount of energy needed to conduct oxygen is more readily available, thereby increasing the relative amount of ionic conduction. When measured in various O$_2$ atmospheres, there seems to be little change in the overall trend w.r.t temperature. Presumably, CeO$_2$ becomes more electrically conductive in reducing, or non-oxidative, conditions. However, this trend is somewhat lessened by the presence of the ZrO$_2$ coating, which may be acting as an oxidative barrier to the CeO$_2$.27
Further evidence of this change in conduction mechanism is seen in the dependence on O₂ partial pressure. Qualitatively, it is obvious from Figures 4.7 and 4.8 that the CeO₂ film has a dependence on the oxidative environment while the ZrO₂ coated sample does not. A more quantitative representation of the dependences of the two films is shown in Figure 4.10 (red lines, left axis). As the partial pressure of oxygen decrease, the CeO₂ sample also decrease in ionic conductivity. Simultaneously, the ITN for CeO₂ is also decreasing, with a sharp change occurring between 10-20% oxygen partial pressure. This is an indication that the ceria is changing more into an electrical conductor, possibly by changing oxidation state.

The calculated ITN of the ZrO₂ coated sample does not have as sharp of a drop as a function of partial pressure of oxygen. In fact, ionic conduction remains resilient in even the more reducing environments, as compared to the pure CeO₂ nanowire measurement. This result provides more evidence that the ZrO₂ coating is providing shielding for conduction to occur at the interface.

Figure 4.9 – Ionic Transport Number of CeO₂/ZrO₂ Nanowire Thin Films: As the temperature increases, the ratio of ionic conduction to electrical conduction increases.
4.5 – Conclusions

The exact role the ZrO₂ coating plays in enhancing the ionic conduction in the CeO₂ nanowire system requires more study. However, the demonstration of the incoherent interface between the two materials indicates that strain effects do not contribute. Therefore, possible depletion in the CeO₂ from the coating could cause oxygen to become more mobile near the interface. A shell-thickness dependence study is required to definitively assign blame to that specific reason. Yet this data indicates that improvements in conduction can be made through nanostructuring the interface between materials. This methodology continues to hold promise to unlock the possibility of a room temperature ionic conductor.

Figure 4.10 – Effects of ZnO₂ on Nature of Conduction: Conductivity (red, left axis) and ITN (blue, right axis) at 615 °C as function of partial pressure of O₂ for both CeO₂ (dashed lines) and CeO₂/ZrO₂ (solid lines).
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